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Notification

Profession: Pharmacist

Notification summary

Notifying country Belgium

Evidence of formal qualifications (nl) text
(fr) text
(de) text

Unofficial English translation of the
evidence

Body awarding the evidence of
qualifications

(nl) text
(fr) text
(de) text

Unofficial English translation of the
body's name

Reference date 10/11/2014
Certificate accompanying the

qualifications
Type of notification A. New title / evidence / certificate / training program

Exact type of notification A1. New evidence of formal qualification (includes training)

Legal reference
Are the notified national provisions

published on the Internet? Yes

Online link http://ec.europa.eu/imi-net
Additional information about the

national provisions (including further
online links if available)

Training requirements

Academic year reference 2001/2002

Overall duration of training in years 5.0

Total number of ECTS credits

Total number of training hours
Duration of theoretical training (in

training hours)
Duration of clinical training (in

training hours)
Description of compliance with

access requirements to training (en) text

Duration of theoretical and practical
parts of the training (in years) (en) 3

Duration of traineeship in a
pharmacy (en) 2

Is part-time training allowed? No
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Details of the training program
Reference to relevant national

provisions concerning the training
program and the subjects covered

Please provide additional information about the subjects listed in point 5.6.1. of Annex V of Directive
2005/36/EC.

Does the training include each
individual subject as listed in the

annex?

Yes

Knowledge and skills
Please explain how it is ensured that the professional acquires the knowledge and skills listed in
Article 44(3) of Directive 2005/36/EC.

Adequate knowledge of medicines
and the substances used in the

manufacture of medicines

(en) text

Adequate knowledge of
pharmaceutical technology and the

physical, chemical, biological and
microbiological testing of medicinal

products

(en) text

Adequate knowledge of the
metabolism and the effects of

medicinal products and of the action
of toxic substances, and of the use

of medicinal products

(en) text

Adequate knowledge to evaluate
scientific data concerning medicines

in order to be able to supply
appropriate information on the basis

of this knowledge

(en) text

Adequate knowledge of the legal
and other requirements associated

with the pursuit of pharmacy

(en) text

Professional activities
Please explain how the professional can gain access to and pursue the activities listed in Article 45(2)
of Directive 2005/36/EC.

Preparation of the pharmaceutical
form of medicinal products (en) text

Manufacture and testing of
medicinal products (en) text

Testing of medicinal products in a
laboratory for the testing of

medicinal products

(en) text

Storage, preservation and
distribution of medicinal products at

the wholesale stage

(en) text

Supply, preparation, testing,
storage, distribution and dispensing

of safe and efficacious medicinal
products of the required quality in

pharmacies open to the public

(en) text

Preparation, testing, storage and
dispensing of safe and efficacious

medicinal products of the required
quality in hospitals

(en) text

Provision of information and advice
on medicinal products as such,

including on their appropriate use

(en) text

Reporting of adverse reactions of
pharmaceutical products to the

competent authorities

(en) text

Personalised support for patients
who administer their medication (en) text

Contribution to local or national
public health campaigns (en) text

Management Information

Form PQ Notification - Pharmacists

Management type Notification Driven

Number 2184

Status Draft

Version 1

Last update 11/11/2014 11:32
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Initiating Authority

Authority name TEST AUTHORITY - BE
TEST AUTHORITY - BE
TEST AUTHORITY - BE

Authority informal title TEST AUTHORITY - BE

Country Belgium

Address Rue Joseph 11
1000  Bruxelles

Telephone +32 00 00 00 00

Fax

E-mail mail@BEtest1.eu
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